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What was the Attraction 

The Enormous Change
  

Commitment of the VC to 
making the change  

Opportunity to make a 
difference 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Enormous Change Opportunity I have spent most of my career either leading or at the fore front of change initiativeI find this exciting because it unleashes now possibilitiesThe HE Sector is so important to the society and the economyI thought my experience would be useful in overseeing the changesCommitment of the VC to making the change	My experience: successful change must be driven by the TOPIt requires visitor, commitment and engagement (of Stakeholders)The person at the top needs to be risible and John DewarOpportunity to make a difference1. RACV – converted IT from a mainframe manager to a business service provider2. RACV – implemented systems and structures which completely changed the business model3. ANZ – Organisation went through some type of major change every 2 years and in 2008 the whole organisation was restructured in 3 months4. In all cases the businesses were able to address fundamental and strategic challenges



What are the differences/challenges 

The instructions have a 
degree of anarchy  

This section is not used to 
change and rejects it 

Recognising the value of 
“Can Do” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instructions have a degree of anarchyThe VC’s are not aligned (with banking, mining and electricity)Academics have largely run their own agendasAdministration has been undervaluedTechnology for administration has been undervaluedThe CEO is not regarded as an authority but “one amongst equals”This section is not used to change and rejects it	The VC’s are starting to come together but it is a slow processStrategy is only just emerging as a driver of management (most “””” have “Strategy” units reporting to CEO)Academics are starting to see the need for more efficiency but given the process/systems gaps they are cynical about getting there.Challenging industry landscapeViewing administration as ‘order takers’ has meant that in many instances the level of capability hired is lowRecognizing the value of “Can Do”Take ResponsibiliyTry to fix problemsAlert people who can fix the problemUnderstand the changing expectation of society and address themOpportunity to make a difference1. RACV – converted IT from a mainframe manager to a business service provider2. RACV – implemented systems and structures which completely changed the business model3. ANZ – Organisation went through some type of major change every 2 years and in 2008 the whole organisation was restructured in 3 months4. In all cases the businesses were able to address fundamental and strategic challenges



Lessons from Outside 

80/80 – Solutions don’t 
have to be 100% current 
(except in Payroll!!) 

Administration and Core 
Business work in 
partnerships – develop 
mutual trust 

Getting to “Yes” 



of the Higher Education sector 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to be clear that while I will poke fun at the sector, I am doing from the inside. I now belong and am part of the sector. So I am part of its quirkiness, part of its problems and part of its future. I do it from a point of affection and not criticism.



It's not about profit, and it is complex! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can't simply measure decisions by profitability - need to consider community needs, long term impact on Australia's future in the graduates we produce and how to be financially sustainable without demanding shareholders as a reference point.Most money comes from government and students in relation to education and yet much of this gets spent on research. Cross-subsidisation. Research drives reputation which supposedly drives students but often this is a bit unclear.Education and research often have competing needs – different stakeholder groups, different ways of managing (tight vs loose), different investment profiles, different time horizons for measuring success. You have to be able to run the organisation to achieve two different outcomes in parallel and measure success through measures that aren’t as straight-forward as profit.



A very different model of leadership… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After I had been at the Uni for about two months I called a friend who I used to work with to "debrief" the culture shock I was experiencing. I said, "Can you imagine designing an organisation where your critical middle management layer takes their turn at the role and then goes back to being one of the staff when someone else has a turn. Most don't actually want the role but do it as "service". Not only this, you may have as many as 80 direct reports". 



Staff expect autonomy and freedom 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often an academics own research is more important to them than organisational outcomes.Academic freedom is valued which means academics can speak out on issues that may not support their employer.Often staff talk about "working AT the University" and not FOR the University.Staff do not expect to have their performance managed or their work directed to align to organisational needs. There is outrage that the University cannot just find a continual stream of money to fund This looks very strange from someone outside the sector which is used to management prerogative and staff expecting to meet organisational needs to ensure job security. BUT….Study of schools in a number of NZ unis found that highly productive schools, ie. Those with high ERA equivalent ratings was associated with a management culture of autonomy. Hence, we can’t just assume that the model used in other successful organisations will work in universities.



Key roles require two different skill sets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have spent a fair bit of time in my career helping individuals to determine what jobs would suit them. Hence I have some views about the value of having people fit within their roles.With this frame, it is interesting to me that the core roles within Universities require people to be both fabulous teachers and fabulous researchers.I would have told you that being a fabulous teacher was likely to be associated with being people-orientated, focused on others, valuing development, structured in style so that you could maximise learning outcomes, etc. (In Myers-Briggs types, probably an ESFJ)I would have told you that being a fabulous research was likely to be associated with being more introverted, focused on knowledge and things, enjoying thinking rather than doing. (In Myers-Briggs types, probably an INTP).And yet we design our roles so that we need everyone to be great at everything which is probably unlikely for most people.



Great opportunities for experience in 
managing difficult people 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oh my goodness, the difficult cases…..One bullying claim and one claim of ineffective investigation in less than 2 years in the sector. In the 23 years preceding this, not a single issue. These claims because I was managing issues that may have been let go in the past.Complex performance management and misconduct clauses in our agreements that limit our ability to act. Leaders who don’t always have the skills. Academics who are brilliant but lack EI. A history of not being clear in expectations.



Unions punch above their weight compared to 
membership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relatively low Union membership and yet grungy agreements and high degree of influence of NTEU.Conditions out of step with community standards – 17% super, redeployment periods, high redundancies, job security, complex change processes, etc



Formality and process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pomp and ceremonyPeople referring to each other by position



Distributed decision-making 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Academic senate as a body.Staff who expect to be involved in strategic decision-making or organisational design decisions eg. professor who emailed colleagues in his school asking if they thought he should be HOS instead of current Head, a Head of School who approaches a PVC from another faculty saying she’d really like her school moved.Councils who have staff, government and community representatives and who don’t necessarily have strong knowledge of the sector.



Disconnect between the innovativeness of 
research and administrative processes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Universities are meant to be innovative. They forge new frontiers with research. We have people who teach others about best practice in accounting, human resources, procurement, continuous improvement, etc, etc and yet our processes are often a long way from modern, innovative practice.The ongoing funding to the sector has not created the good and bad cycles that other sectors have had. This hasn't encouraged ongoing change and efficiency.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why did I join the sector?Well, to be honest I probably didn't fully understand all the dynamics.But, more importantly because it's an important sector with so much opportunity and potential for change.I want to be part of this.Story of seeing the ad, discounting it and then seeing the newspaper article.



So much opportunity…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deregulation, globalisation, technology, different needs of students, more people with a degree, increasing competitiveness of research funding, more need to engage with industry



It's all about the people 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Universities deliver through people. Human capital is the key ingredient of success or failure. As HR practitioners we are helping to shape the core resource of the sector.



Culture Shaping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is the HR practitioners opportunity and responsibility to contribute to strategic change and make a difference.
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